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About the Documentation

IN THIS SECTION

Documentation and Release Notes | vi

Documentation Conventions | vi

Documentation Feedback | ix

Requesting Technical Support | ix

Use QRadar Use CaseManager to ensure that QRadar is optimally configured to accurately detect threats
throughout the attack chain.

Documentation and Release Notes

To obtain the most current version of all Juniper Networks® technical documentation, see the product
documentation page on the Juniper Networks website at https://www.juniper.net/documentation/.

If the information in the latest release notes differs from the information in the documentation, follow the
product Release Notes.

Juniper Networks Books publishes books by Juniper Networks engineers and subject matter experts.
These books go beyond the technical documentation to explore the nuances of network architecture,
deployment, and administration. The current list can be viewed at https://www.juniper.net/books.

Documentation Conventions

Table 1 on page vii defines notice icons used in this guide.
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Table 1: Notice Icons

DescriptionMeaningIcon

Indicates important features or instructions.Informational note

Indicates a situation that might result in loss of data or hardware
damage.

Caution

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury or death.Warning

Alerts you to the risk of personal injury from a laser.Laser warning

Indicates helpful information.Tip

Alerts you to a recommended use or implementation.Best practice

Table 2 on page vii defines the text and syntax conventions used in this guide.

Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

To enter configuration mode, type
the configure command:

user@host> configure

Represents text that you type.Bold text like this

user@host> show chassis alarms

No alarms currently active

Represents output that appears on
the terminal screen.

Fixed-width text like this

• A policy term is a named structure
that defines match conditions and
actions.

• Junos OS CLI User Guide

• RFC 1997, BGP Communities
Attribute

• Introduces or emphasizes important
new terms.

• Identifies guide names.

• Identifies RFC and Internet draft
titles.

Italic text like this
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

Configure the machine’s domain
name:

[edit]
root@# set system domain-name
domain-name

Represents variables (options for
which you substitute a value) in
commands or configuration
statements.

Italic text like this

• To configure a stub area, include
the stub statement at the [edit
protocols ospf area area-id]
hierarchy level.

• The console port is labeled
CONSOLE.

Represents names of configuration
statements, commands, files, and
directories; configuration hierarchy
levels; or labels on routing platform
components.

Text like this

stub <default-metric metric>;Encloses optional keywords or
variables.

< > (angle brackets)

broadcast | multicast

(string1 | string2 | string3)

Indicates a choice between the
mutually exclusive keywords or
variables on either side of the symbol.
The set of choices is often enclosed
in parentheses for clarity.

| (pipe symbol)

rsvp { # Required for dynamic MPLS
only

Indicates a comment specified on the
same line as the configuration
statement to which it applies.

# (pound sign)

community name members [
community-ids ]

Encloses a variable for which you can
substitute one or more values.

[ ] (square brackets)

[edit]
routing-options {
static {
route default {
nexthop address;
retain;

}
}

}

Identifies a level in the configuration
hierarchy.

Indention and braces ( { } )

Identifies a leaf statement at a
configuration hierarchy level.

; (semicolon)

GUI Conventions
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Table 2: Text and Syntax Conventions (continued)

ExamplesDescriptionConvention

• In the Logical Interfaces box, select
All Interfaces.

• To cancel the configuration, click
Cancel.

Represents graphical user interface
(GUI) items you click or select.

Bold text like this

In the configuration editor hierarchy,
select Protocols>Ospf.

Separates levels in a hierarchy of
menu selections.

> (bold right angle bracket)

Documentation Feedback

We encourage you to provide feedback so that we can improve our documentation. You can use either
of the following methods:

• Online feedback system—Click TechLibrary Feedback, on the lower right of any page on the Juniper
Networks TechLibrary site, and do one of the following:

• Click the thumbs-up icon if the information on the page was helpful to you.

• Click the thumbs-down icon if the information on the page was not helpful to you or if you have
suggestions for improvement, and use the pop-up form to provide feedback.

• E-mail—Send your comments to techpubs-comments@juniper.net. Include the document or topic name,
URL or page number, and software version (if applicable).

Requesting Technical Support

Technical product support is available through the Juniper Networks Technical Assistance Center (JTAC).
If you are a customer with an active Juniper Care or Partner Support Services support contract, or are
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covered under warranty, and need post-sales technical support, you can access our tools and resources
online or open a case with JTAC.

• JTAC policies—For a complete understanding of our JTAC procedures and policies, review the JTACUser
Guide located at https://www.juniper.net/us/en/local/pdf/resource-guides/7100059-en.pdf.

• Productwarranties—For productwarranty information, visit https://www.juniper.net/support/warranty/.

• JTAC hours of operation—The JTAC centers have resources available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year.

Self-Help Online Tools and Resources

For quick and easy problem resolution, Juniper Networks has designed an online self-service portal called
the Customer Support Center (CSC) that provides you with the following features:

• Find CSC offerings: https://www.juniper.net/customers/support/

• Search for known bugs: https://prsearch.juniper.net/

• Find product documentation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/

• Find solutions and answer questions using our Knowledge Base: https://kb.juniper.net/

• Download the latest versions of software and review release notes:
https://www.juniper.net/customers/csc/software/

• Search technical bulletins for relevant hardware and software notifications:
https://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/

• Join and participate in the Juniper Networks Community Forum:
https://www.juniper.net/company/communities/

• Create a service request online: https://myjuniper.juniper.net

To verify service entitlement by product serial number, use our Serial Number Entitlement (SNE) Tool:
https://entitlementsearch.juniper.net/entitlementsearch/

Creating a Service Request with JTAC

You can create a service request with JTAC on the Web or by telephone.

• Visit https://myjuniper.juniper.net.

• Call 1-888-314-JTAC (1-888-314-5822 toll-free in the USA, Canada, and Mexico).

For international or direct-dial options in countries without toll-free numbers, see
https://support.juniper.net/support/requesting-support/.
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QRadar Use Case Manager

QRadar Use CaseManager includes a use case explorer that offers flexible reports that are related to your
rules. QRadar Use Case Manager also exposes pre-defined mappings to system rules and helps you map
your own custom rules to MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques.

Explore Rules Through Visualization and Generated Reports

• Explore the rules through different filters to ensure that they work as intended.

• Generate reports from predefined templates, such as searches based on rule response and actions, log
source coverage, and many others.

• Customize reports to see only the information that is critical to your analysis.

Tune Your Environment Based on Built-in Analysis

• Gain tuning recommendations unique to your environment right within the app.

• Identify top offense-generating or CRE-generating rules, and then follow the guide to tune them.

• Reduce the number of false positives by reviewing the most common configuration steps. Easily update
network hierarchy, building blocks, and server discovery based on recommendations.

Visualize Threat Coverage Across the MITRE ATT&CK Framework

• Visually understand your ability to detect threats based on ATT&CK tactics and techniques.

• View predefined QRadar tactic and technique mappings and add your own custom mappings to help
ensure complete coverage.

• Use new insights to prioritize the rollout of new use cases and apps to effectively strengthen your
security posture.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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What's New in QRadar Use Case Manager | 15

Earlier Versions | 19

Known Issues | 27
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What's New in QRadar Use Case Manager

Stay up to date with the new features that are available in IBMQRadar Use Case Manager so that you get
the most out of your use case management experience.

Version 3.0.0

Work more effectively

Customizable user preferences include the option to use a light or dark theme and an option to reduce or
increase table row height of the rule report. The default row height is now smaller than before to save
space. For more information, see “Customizing User Preferences” on page 40.

Support for multiple languages was added based onQRadar user preferences. Supported languages include
English, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, French, German, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish,
Italian, and Japanese.

You can expand the relationship graph andMITRE coverage heat maps to fit the whole window, and zoom
in or out to focus on details. Any filtering that you apply in the expanded pane is kept when you return to
the Use Case Explorer page.

You can also further customize the table groupings in the rule report by choosing to show child rows or
only the count of child rows in the grouped mode of the report. Click the arrow in the tree structure icon.
Then, select from the groupable columns that are currently displayed or show only the number of child
rows in the report instead of the actual rows. After you have the number of items in the report column,
click the number to see the list of actual child items. For more information, see “Rule Report Presentation”
on page 66.

Save time and effort from creating new rules by duplicating existing rules. Then, you can customize the
duplicated rules to meet the needs of your environment. For more information, see “Duplicating Rules for
Further Customization” on page 65.

Visualize MITRE coverage in new ways

TheMITRE Coverage Summary andMITRE Coverage Trend reports provide new ways of visualizing
MITRE ATT&CK coverage. In the coverage summary report, you can check the current number and
percentage to see where you're lacking in rule coverage, and plan to increase coverage for some tactics.
The trend report shows the total rule coverage trend over time. For more information, see “Visualizing
MITRE Tactic and Technique Coverage in Your Environment” on page 50.
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On MITRE coverage heat maps, you can identify techniques that are used by groups or software that is
identified by MITRE. You can also filter out (hide) techniques in the chart that are not related to the
techniques currently selected in filter for report. For more information, see “Visualizing MITRE Tactic and
Technique Coverage in Your Environment” on page 50.

Improve your rule coverage by adding content extensions from the IBM Security App Exchange

Content awareness capabilities help you see from which content extension the rules originate. Filter by
content extensions for installed rules and uninstalled rules available in content extensions on IBM Security
App Exchange. Link from content extension names in the report to the corresponding dialog in QRadar
Assistant app for easier installation or updating. New predefined templates recommend content extensions
from IBM Security App Exchange based on increased log source and MITRE coverage.

16



New charts show an overview of log source coverage andMITRE coverage by currently installed rules and
uninstalled rules that can be installed from IBM Security App Exchange. For more information, see
“Identifying Gaps in QRadar Rule Coverage from Content Extensions” on page 62.

Apply rule and building block filters more easily

Previously, the Apply button was visible at the bottom of the pane, but it was often difficult to realize that
you had to click it to apply the filters. Now, it appears only when you select at least one filter in the pane.
As you select filters, they appear in a different color in the filter row, but they change color after you click
Apply Filters.

A new search filter in the log source rule test facilitates filtering when the list contains many log sources.
You can also filter rules that are related to only used log sources types or unused log source types.

Rule wizard contains more data and is easier to read

17



The following enhancements were made to improve tuning in the rule wizard:

• Added all parts of rule action and rule response to rule details page. Also added two new columns: Rule
attribute: Rule action details and Rule attribute: Rule response details that contain complete rule action
and rule response information.

• Added the rule scope information before the test definition section to indicate whether the rule is global
or local.

• The log source type section is now sorted and includes the number of log source types.

• Rule details are now refreshed automatically after you edit MITRE mappings for the rule.

• Improved layout of rule details page by rearranging sections and expanding some sections by default.

Configure a proxy

You can now configure a proxy so that QRadar Use Case Manager can access the IBM Security App
Exchange to get up-to-date information about non-installed content extensions and MITRE mappings for
all content extensions. If you don't configure the proxy, you can still see the information in the app, but
be aware that it can become out of date.

18
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Earlier Versions

In case youmissed a release, review a list of features from previous versions of QRadar Use CaseManager.

Version 2.3.1

Performance improvements

Improved performance for generating MITRE-related reports and heat map coverage visualization, as well
as overall report generation.

Version 2.3.0

Moved the MITRE-mapping capabilities into the app

The MITRE-mapping capabilities were moved to QRadar Use Case Manager. This streamlines the process
of editing rule MITRE mappings. The Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app is no longer included in
the QRadar Use Case Manager installation package. If the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app is
already installed, QRadar Use Case Manager gathers any existing mappings during installation. Afterward,
you can delete the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app and use QRadar Use Case Manager instead
to help ensure that all your rule mappings are up to date in the app.

Reduced memory requirement

Reduced the memory requirement of the app to 500 MB.

Edit rule MITRE mappings

Save time and effort by selecting several rules and editing the MITRE mappings for all of them at once. If
needed, you can also export the selected mappings that you edited.

19



Figure 1: Edit MITRE Mappings

Enhanced exporting capabilities

Added options to export only the MITRE mappings for the rules in the current report view or export all
the rule mappings in the app. Share the JSON file with your other instances of QRadar Use CaseManager.

Figure 2: Export MITRE Mappings for All Rules or Just the Rules in the Current View

Rules Explorer enhancements

NewMITRE Tactic ID andMITRE Technique ID columns are now available as options in the rule report
to provide more context.

Select multiple rules and open them in the Rule Wizard for simultaneous investigation.

20



Figure 3: Select Multiple Rules to Edit or Investigate Simultaneously

Rule visualization enhancement

Added options to show related reference sets, custom properties, and log source types.

Figure 4: Options to Show Related Reference Sets, Custom Properties, and Log Source Types for Rules

Fixed issue

21



Fixed an issuewhere the SNMPTrapwas not visible in the rule details pagewhen SNMPTrapwas selected
as a rule response attribute on the rule details page.

Version 2.2.0

MITRE improvements

You can now see which MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques were detected in your environment in a
specific time period. A heat map and flexible reports show the detected tactics and techniques and related
rules and offenses. For more information, see “VisualizingMITRE Tactics and Techniques that are Detected
in a Specific Timeframe” on page 53.

ATT&CK options are now more visible in the Rule Explorer

An ATT&CK Actions menu makes it easier to access the heat maps to see rule coverage and detected
tactics and techniques. A switch for the coverage heat map filters the table coloring based on only the rule
mappings in the current report or by all the rules in your environment.

MITRE tactics table header stays fixed for easier scrolling

The tactics header in the heat map is now in a fixed state while you scroll down the table, making it easier
to track the tactics and techniques that you're reviewing.

Rule Explorer enhancements

22



Domains are now represented by the rule test filters. The domain filter group lists all the domains in a
multi-domain environment. For more information, see “Filtering Rules and Building Blocks by their
Properties” on page 59.

A new Rule Response: Event Description column is available as an option in the rule report to provide
more context.

Rule wizard enhancement

AMITRE tag in the rule details screen of the rule wizard now shows the source BB or rule from where the
mapping originates. This information also displays as a column in the rule report.

Fixed issues

• Problems related to renaming system rules when either old name or duplicate name shows up in Rule
Explorer

• Problems in early patches of QRadar 7.3.1 where QRadar Use Case Manager 2.1.0 didn't work.

Version 2.1.0

• Added an option to group related data properties in the report table. For more information, see “Rule
Report Presentation” on page 66.

• Create custom templates in the Rules Explorer from existing templates or create new ones. For more
information, see “Customizing Report Content Templates” on page 66.

23



• Added a "Select all" option to the rules attribute filter to make it easier to select all the groups in the list.

• Added a Notes filter to the Rule Attributes page to search for specific rules with notes.

• The app now detects when newer versions are available to download on the IBM Security App Exchange.

• Implemented the following usability improvements that are related to MITRE ATT&CK:

• Added an exploratory icon link to the MITRE documentation for each tactic and technique in the
technique coverage heat map.

• Added aMapping enabled column to the filters and the report, which indicates that the mapping
between Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app and QRadar is turned on. Mappings that are
disabled are not added to the technique coverage heat map.

• Added capabilities to the rule wizard to open the rule directly in the Cyber Adversary Framework
Mapping app for editing.

• Re-calibrated the heat map formula to use only enabled rules to calculate the heat map colors.

• Added a tooltip to the MITRE ATT&CK filter page to remind users to set an authentication token for
the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app.

• Added a column selection option for Tactic (at rule level) and Technique (at rule level) to show only
values that are mapped directly to the rule.

• Fixed an issue in QRadar on Cloud to enable a SaaS Admin user to access all MITRE-related capabilities.

• Fixed an issue where the way QRadar handles incomplete rules causes some APIs in some product
versions to fail, and causes data inconsistencies in the QRadar Use Case Manager app.

• Fixed an issue where the log source type filter doesn't have any values in cases where there are more
than 50,000 log sources.

Version 2.0.0

• Added a rule explorer to filter rules by different properties, such as attributes, rule tests, and MITRE
ATT&CK tactics and techniques. Use filters to ensure that the rules are defined andworking as intended,
including log source coverage. Determine which rules you might need to edit in QRadar or investigate
further in QRadar Use Case Manager.

• Added the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app. With the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping
app, you can map your custom rules and building blocks to MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques and
override the QRadar default rule mappings.

• Added MITRE ATT&CK tactics visualization and the ability to customize your mappings with the Cyber
Adversary Framework Mapping app.

• Made the following minor UI improvements:

24



• Added a wrench icon to any links and buttons that lead to the investigation wizard.

• Added links for reference sets to open in QRadar.

Version 1.1.0

• Automatically download rules in IBM QRadar 7.3.2 or later.

• Added the ability to edit IP addresses of reference sets in the IPs & Ports tab of the Host definitions
page. Supported in IBM QRadar 7.3.1 or later.

• Added the ability to edit ports of building blocks and rules in the IPs & Ports tab of the Host definitions
page. Supported in IBM QRadar 7.3.2 or later.

Version 1.0.1

Increased the rules.xml file upload limit to 50 MB.

Version 1.0.0

• Tune most active rules

• Tune most active rules based on the CRE event report

• Review network hierarchy

• Review building blocks

In this early access version, you need to run a script on the QRadar Console to generate a rules data file
and then upload it to the app. This temporary step might not be required in later releases.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

What's New in QRadar Use Case Manager | 15

Known Issues | 27

Video Demonstrations | 29
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Known Issues

The QRadar Use Case Manager has required information for known issues.

Unable to Search for the Forward Slash Character in Regex

The app cannot search for the forward slash character (/) in regular expressions; for example, on the Use
Case Explorer page in the rule name or test definition in the filters, and rule name in the search bar of the
table. As a work-around, use a question mark (?) as a wild character.

Corrupted Custom Rule Prevents Using Related Functionality

A corrupted rule in QRadar prevents the QRadar API from returning required data. This prevents the
QRadar Use Case Manager app from using rule-related functionality.

Issues specific to QRadar 7.3.1

• Rules file must bemanually uploaded. Formore information, see“ConfiguringQRadar Use CaseManager
with Up-to-date Rules in QRadar 7.3.1” on page 39.

• Editing ports in rules in the IPs and Ports tab in the Host Definitions page of a rule is only supported on
QRadar 7.3.2 or later.

• The Current rule-log source type coverage chart is only available in QRadar 7.3.2 Fix Pack 1 or later.

• The toggle to enable or disable the rule columns in the report is not available.

• The duplicate rule capability doesn't work.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

What's New in QRadar Use Case Manager | 15

Earlier Versions | 19

Video Demonstrations | 29
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Video Demonstrations

Watch video tutorials to learn how to use the workflows and features in IBM QRadar Use Case Manager.

Video Demonstrations on YouTube

Tutorials and general overview of the QRadar Use Case Manager.

Version 3.0.0

• Version 3 Overview

• Tutorial: Intro and Navigation

• Tutorial: Recommended Apps and Log Sources

• Tutorial: Improving my QRadar without spending a penny

• Tutorial: Making the case for additional log sources

• Tutorial: Log sources per Rule

• Tutorial: Using filters

• Tutorial: MITRE Part One

• Tutorial: MITRE Part Two

Version 2.1 - 2.3

• Overview Part 1: 2.1, 2.2, 2.3

• Overview Part 2: 2.1, 2.2, 2.3

• MITRE ATT&CK Framework

Version 2.0.0

• Introduction to 2.0

• 2.0 Overview

Version 1.0.0

• Part One: Tune the most active rules

• Part Two: Tune the active rules that generate CRE events

• Part Three: Review network hierarchy

29

https://youtube.com/watch?v=4ZpEPzLnN-o
https://youtu.be/ndnhNacHrkk
https://youtu.be/6N9zeUJ2wCk
https://youtu.be/Ux_0cHIstsg
https://youtu.be/H2HjxTGmC28
https://youtu.be/C36nALRfxOI
https://youtu.be/IbJLvXQuw2M
https://youtu.be/iTVOhYpp7Dc
https://youtu.be/WwywPCFN4wo
https://youtu.be/l_q6KysKKhg
https://youtu.be/3A5rnju8h8A
https://youtu.be/933JZ262OVU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiTIRFk5d38&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqVOVZ6Rm6M
https://youtu.be/GzgY4_bcHyw
https://youtu.be/aiUEhQJE5qc
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• Part Four: Review building blocks

• Part Five: Installation script

Videos Within the App

Learn how to investigate rules and tune them to prevent false positive offenses. Watch a short video
before you begin investigating rules in the rule wizard. For more information about accessing the video,
see “Tuning the Active Rules That Generate Offenses” on page 73.

Awell-defined andmaintained network hierarchy can help prevent the generation of false positive offenses.
Watch tuning videos to learn more about your network hierarchy and how to keep it up-to-date. For more
information about accessing the video, see “Reviewing Your Network Hierarchy” on page 75.
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Supported Environments for QRadar Use Case
Manager

For the features in QRadar products to work properly, you must use the supported environments.

Supported Versions Of QRadar

QRadar Use Case Manager is supported on QRadar 7.3.1 or later.

QRadar on Cloud QRadar Use Case Manager 1.1 or later is also supported on QRadar on Cloud. You must
use a SaaS Admin token during configuration, and assign the Security Administrator role to your
administrative users.

Supported Browsers

The QRadar Use Case Manager app is supported on Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox.

Supported languages

The following languages are supported based on QRadar user preferences: English, Simplified Chinese,
Traditional Chinese, French, German, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Italian, and Japanese.
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Installation and Configuration Checklist

As you install QRadar Use CaseManager, review and complete all of the necessary tasks on the installation
checklist.

• Review the supported environments. See “Supported Environments for QRadar Use Case Manager” on
page 32.

• Ensure that you have an IBM ID. If you don't have one, you can sign up on the IBMSecurity App Exchange.

• Install QRadar Use Case Manager. See “Installing QRadar Use Case Manager” on page 34.

• Create an authorized service token. See “Creating an Authorized Service Token” on page 35.

• Configure the Use Case Explorer page. See “Configuring the Use Case Explorer in QRadar Use Case
Manager” on page 36.

• Assign user permissions. See “Assigning User Permissions for QRadar Use Case Manager” on page 37.

Installing QRadar Use Case Manager

Use the QRadar Extensions Management tool or the QRadar Assistant app to install the QRadar Use Case
Manager app on your QRadar Console.

Before you install QRadar Use Case Manager, ensure that it meets the minimum memory (RAM)
requirements. QRadar Use Case Manager requires 500 MB of free memory from the application pool of
memory. If QRadar Use Case Manager fails to install, then your application pool does not have enough
free memory to run the app. Consider adding an App Node or an App Host to your QRadar deployment.
For more information on calculating the required memory, see Apps and Resource Limitation.

QRadar 7.3.1 uses an App Node, which is an unmanaged host, that is dedicated to running apps. Provision
an App Node to provide extra storage, memory, and CPU resources for your apps without impacting the
processing capacity of your QRadar Console.

QRadar 7.3.2 and later use an App Host, which is a managed host, that is dedicated to running apps. App
Hosts provide extra storage, memory, and CPU resources for your apps without impacting the processing
capacity of your QRadar Console. For more information, see
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SS42VS_latest/com.ibm.qradar.doc/c_qradar_deployment_apphost.html.

1. Choose one of the following methods to download your app:
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• If the IBM QRadar Assistant app is configured on QRadar, use the following instructions to install
QRadar Use Case Manager: QRadar Assistant app.

• If the QRadar Assistant app is not configured, download the QRadar Use Case Manager app archive
from the IBM Security App Exchange.

2. If you downloaded the app from the App Exchange, complete the following steps:

a. On the QRadar Console, click Admin >Extensions Management.

b. In the ExtensionManagementwindow, clickAdd and select the app archive that youwant to upload
to the console.

c. Select the Install immediately checkbox.

NOTE: You might have to wait several minutes before your app becomes active.

d. To preview the contents of an app after it is added and before it is installed, select it from the list
of extensions, and clickMore Details. Expand the folders to view the individual content items in
each group.

3. If IBM QRadar Advisor with Watson is installed in your environment, it includes the Cyber Adversary
Framework Mapping app. This MITRE-mapping app that is no longer needed when you install QRadar
Use Case Manager 2.3.0 or later. To remove the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app, follow
steps 5 and 6 in “Upgrading QRadar Use Case Manager” on page 41.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Creating an Authorized Service Token

Before you can configure IBM QRadar Use Case Manager, you must create an authorized service token.

1. On the QRadar Console, click Admin > Authorized Services.

2. In the Manage Authorized Services page, click Add Authorized Service.

3. Add the relevant information in the following fields and click Create Service:
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a. In the Service Name field, type a name for this authorized service. The name can be up to 255
characters in length.

b. From the User Role list, select the Admin user role.

TIP: If you're using QRadar Use Case Manager on IBM QRadar on Cloud, you must use
a SaaS Admin token, and assign the Security Administrator role to your administrative
users.

c. From the Security Profile list, select the security profile that you want to assign to this authorized
service. The security profile determines the networks and log sources that this service can access
on the QRadar Console.

d. In the Expiry Date list, type or select a date that you want this service to expire. If an expiry date
is not necessary, select No Expiry.

e. Click Create Service.

4. Click the row that contains the service you created, select and copy the token string from the Selected
Token field in the menu bar, and close the Manage Authorized Services page.

5. On the Admin page, click Deploy Changes so that the new token works with the app.

6. Click Apps >QRadar Use Case Manager >Configuration, paste the token string into the Authorized
service token field, and click Submit.
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Configuring theUseCase Explorer inQRadarUseCase
Manager

The Use Case Explorer uses QID records and DSM event-mapping information to help determine rule
coverage by log source type. The Use Case Explorer loads automatically, but you can refresh the settings
at any time.
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1. On the Admin tab, click QRadar Use Case Manager > Configuration.

2. To sync with the data in QRadar, click Sync QID Records. This process might take approximately 30
minutes to complete. You can still use the app while the records are syncing, but the data you work
with might not be accurate.

3. To manually refresh event mappings, click Sync DSM event mappings.

When you install the app for the first time, it automatically syncs after installation. If you upgrade to
QRadar Use Case Manager 2.0.0 or later, you don't need to sync.

4. To back up your MITRE mappings (custom and IBM default), click Export MITRE mappings. You can
then import this backup file later on the Use Case Explorer page.

Only the custom mappings are imported from the file.

5. To configure a proxy server, expand the Proxy configuration section and enter the following information
for your proxy server:

• Protocol

• Address or hostname

• Port

• Username

• Password

6. Click Save and then close the Settings page.
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Assigning User Permissions for QRadar Use Case
Manager

After you install the IBMQRadar Use Case Manager, you can share the app with non-administrative users
by adding it to a user role.
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After you install QRadar Use Case Manager, it is displayed as a capability in the User Roles window on the
Admin tab. Capabilities are sets of permissions that user roles have. To use the app, a QRadar administrator
must assign the app, and any other capabilities that it requires, to a user role.

1. Click User Roles on the Admin tab.

2. On the User Roles window, select the user role that you want to assign the app permissions to.

3. Select the checkbox for QRadar Use Case Manager and the permissions in the following table.

CapabilitiesUser permission

View Custom Rules

Read-only access to offense rules

Offenses

Maintain Custom Rules

Full access to offense rules, including ability to editMITRE
mappings.

View Custom Rules

Read-only access to common, event, and anomaly rules

Log Activity

Maintain Custom Rules

Full access to common, event, and anomaly rules, including
ability to edit MITRE mappings.

View Custom Rules

Read-only access to common, flow, and anomaly rules

Network Activity

Maintain Custom Rules

Full access to common, flow, and anomaly rules, including
ability to edit MITRE mappings.

The trend charts on the home page and the tuning active
rules feature.

Offenses

Define Network hierarchy

View and edit the Check Network Hierarchy page and
any link that opens Network Hierarchy.

Delegated Administration
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CapabilitiesUser permission

Manage Reference Data

Edit reference sets.

View and edit R2R (Remote to Remote) events and tuning
based on CRE reports.

Log Activity

The level of rule permissions assigned to a user affects what they can do and see in the following pages:

• Use Case Explorer

• Active Rules

• Tuning home page

• CRE Event Report

• Network Hierarchy

• Host Definitions

4. Click Save, and then click Deploy Changes so that your user role updates take effect.
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Configuring QRadar Use Case Manager with
Up-to-date Rules in QRadar 7.3.1

To tune your environment, you must configure the app first by making sure that you have an up-to-date
rules file.

If you are using QRadar 7.3.1, you must follow this procedure. If you are using QRadar 7.3.2 or later, the
rules file is automatically uploaded to the app.

1. Go to the Admin tab.

2. On the Apps page, click QRadar Use Case Manager.
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3. In theUpload a Rules File section, drag a file from your hard disk, or browse to select a file. The rules.xml
file upload limit is 50 MB.

4. To generate an up-to-date rules file, follow these steps:

a. Download the package.txt file from your QRadar instance and place it in the /tmp directory.

b. From the /tmp directory, run the following command: /opt/qradar/bin/contentManagement.pl
--action export --content-type package --file package.txt

c. Copy the updated file to a Windows directory, extract the xml file, and then upload it to the app.
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Customizing User Preferences

Customizable user preferences include color themes and table row height options. Themes control the
background color display for QRadar Use Case Manager. Table row height options reduce empty white
space to control the amount of data you can display in a table.

1. From the QRadar Use Case Manager menu, click Settings > User Preferences.

2. Select either a light or dark theme.

3. Select from the following height options for the table row: Compact, Short, Tall, or None. The default
setting is Short.

TIP: To see as much data as possible on the screen, choose Compact.

QRadar saves your preferences so they remain in effect each time you log in.
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Upgrading QRadar Use Case Manager

To take advantage of new capabilities, defect fixes, and updated workflows, upgrade to new versions of
the QRadar Use Case Manager app. Use either the Extensions Management tool in QRadar or the QRadar
Assistant app to upgrade the app.

You must have an IBM ID to access the IBM Security App Exchange. If you don't have an ID, you can
create one by clicking Create IBM ID on the upper right of the IBM Security App Exchange login page.

In QRadar Use Case Manager 2.3.0 or later, the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app is no longer
required. QRadar Use Case Manager detects the presence of the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping
app and prompts you to uninstall the app on the configuration page. QRadar Use Case Manager gathers
any existing mappings from the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app during installation. If you
continue to use the Cyber Adversary FrameworkMapping app to editMITREmappings, any newor updated
mappings are not added to QRadar Use Case Manager and the data becomes out of sync. If this happens,
you must manually export and import the mappings into QRadar Use Case Manager.

1. If the QRadar Assistant app is configured on QRadar, use the following instructions to install QRadar
Use Case Manager: QRadar Assistant app.

2. If the QRadar Assistant app is not configured, download the QRadar Use Case Manager app archive
from the IBM Security App Exchange.

a. On the Admin tab, click Extension Management.

b. In the Extension Management page, click Add and select the app archive that you want to upload
to the console.

c. Select the Install immediately checkbox.

NOTE: You might have to wait several minutes before your app becomes active. When
the installation is complete, clear your browser cache and refresh the browser window
before you use the app.

3. On the page that prompts you to update the current app version, leave the Replace existing items
option selected, and click Install.

4. After the installation is complete, go to Admin >Apps >QRadar Use Case Manager >Configuration.
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5. On the Configuration page, click Uninstall to remove the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app
from your environment.

All of your previous MITRE-mappings are preserved.

6. After the Cyber Adversary Framework Mapping app is removed, export your MITRE mappings as a
backup copy, in case you delete QRadar Use Case Manager later. If you uninstall QRadar Use Case
Manager later, all of the mappings are deleted from your environment.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Uninstalling QRadar Use Case Manager

Use the QRadar Extensions Management tool to uninstall QRadar Use Case Manager from your QRadar
Console.

NOTE: If you reinstall QRadar Use Case Manager later, old data is not retained. Export the
MITRE mappings file in case you need to reinstall the app later.

1. To export MITRE mappings before you uninstall the app, follow these steps:

a. On the Apps page of the Admin tab, click QRadar Use Case Manager > Configuration.

b. Click Export MITRE mappings. If you decide later to reinstall the app, you can then import this
backup file later on the Use Case Explorer page. Only the custom mappings are imported from the
file.

2. To uninstall the app, follow these steps:

a. On the Admin tab, go to the System Configuration section and click Extensions Management.

b. On the INSTALLED tab of the Extension Management page, select the QRadar Use Case Manager
app and then click Uninstall.
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MITRE ATT&CKMappings and Visualization

TheMITREATT&CK framework represents adversary tactics that are used in a security attack. It documents
common tactics, techniques, and procedures that can be used in advanced persistent threats against
enterprise networks.

The following phases of an attack are represented in the MITRE ATT&CK framework:

DescriptionMITRE ATT&CK Tactic

Gain entry to your environment.Initial Access

Run malicious code.Execution

Maintain foothold.Persistence

Gain higher-level permissions.Privilege Escalation

Avoid detection.Defense Evasion

Steal login and password information.Credential Access

Figure out your environment.Discovery

Move through your environment.Lateral Movement

Gather data.Collection

Steal data.Exfiltration

Contact controlled systems.Command and Control

Workflow for MITRE ATT&CK mapping and visualization

Create your own rule and building blockmappings in QRadar Use CaseManager, or modify QRadar default
mappings to map your custom rules and building blocks to specific tactics and techniques.

Save time and effort by editing multiple rules or building blocks at the same time, and by sharing
rule-mapping files between QRadar instances. Export your MITRE mappings (custom and IBM default) as
a backup of customMITRE mappings in case you uninstall the app and then decide later to reinstall it. For
more information, see “Uninstalling QRadar Use Case Manager” on page 42.

After you finish mapping your rules and building blocks, organize the rule report and then visualize the
data through diagrams and heat maps. Current and potential MITRE coverage data is available in the
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following reports: Detected in timeframe report, Coverage map and report, and Coverage summary and
trend.

• Editing MITRE Mappings in a Rule or Building Block on page 46

Create your own rule and building block mappings or modify QRadar default mappings to map your
custom rules and building blocks to specific tactics and techniques.

• Editing MITRE Mappings in Multiple Rules or Building Blocks on page 48

Save time and effort by editing multiple rules or building blocks at the same time.

• Sharing MITRE-mapping Files on page 49

Save time and effort when mapping rules and building blocks to tactics and techniques by sharing
rule-mapping files between QRadar instances.

• Visualizing MITRE Tactic and Technique Coverage in Your Environment on page 50

Visualize the coverage of MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques that the rules provide in QRadar. After
you organize the rule report, you can visualize the data through diagrams and heat maps and export the
data to share with others.

• Visualizing MITRE Tactics and Techniques that are Detected in a Specific Timeframe on page 53

Tune your rules by the MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques that are detected in your environment
within a specific timeframe. QRadar Use Case Manager displays a list of the offenses and their related
rules that were found within that timeframe.

• MITRE Heat Map Calculations on page 55

The colors in the MITRE heat maps are calculated based on the number of rule mappings to a tactic or
technique plus the level of mapping confidence (low, medium, or high).
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Editing MITRE Mappings in a Rule or Building Block

Create your own rule and building block mappings or modify IBM QRadar default mappings to map your
custom rules and building blocks to specific tactics and techniques.
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1. In the report section of the Use Case Explorer page, select the relevant rule.

TIP: Filter on the rule name, tactic, or technique to find the rule you want to edit or search
by using a regular expression. You can also use the Group filter to select the group you want
to search, such as authentication or compliance.

2. On the Investigate rules page, click the pencil icon in theMITRE ATT&CK section.

3. On the MITRE ATT&CK Mapping page, customize rule-mapping options by either adding new tactics
or editing existing ones.

TIP: The MITRE ATT&CK Mapping page shows only the mappings that are directly related
to a rule. You can see mappings that the rule inherited from its dependencies in the rule
details section of the Investigate rules page or in the report on the Use Case Explorer page.

a. To add or remove tactics with the rule or building block, click the plus sign icon, select the relevant
tactics, and then click Apply.

b. To add or remove techniques for a tactic, click the plus sign icon for the tactic, select the relevant
techniques, and then click Apply.

c. To include the tactic and technique in the heat map calculation, keep the Enable checkbox selected.

d. Select the confidence level for each tactic and click Save. Youmust set a confidence level; otherwise,
you can't save the mapping.

e. To reset to the IBM default mappings, click the Reset icon in the Tactics or Techniques columns.

4. After you finish customizing your mappings, click Save or Save and close to return to the Use Case
Explorer page.

5. To see the relationships between the rules and their mappings in the rule report, complete the following
steps:

a. Click the gear icon in the rule report menu bar and add theMapping source column to the report.

b. Add the Tactic or the Tactic (at rule level only) column.

The Tactic column shows all the tactics that are directly mapped to the rule, including the mappings
to BBs and rules in the rule’s dependencies list.

The Tactic (at rule level only) column shows only the tactics that are mapped directly to the rule,
excluding the mappings to BBs and rules in the rule’s dependencies list.

c. Add the Technique or the Technique (at rule level only) column.
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The Technique column shows all the techniques that are directly mapped to the rule, including the
mappings to BBs and rules in the rule’s dependencies list.

The Technique (at rule level only) column shows only the techniques that are mapped directly to
the rule, excluding the mappings to BBs and rules in the rule’s dependencies list.

If you create content extensions for the IBM Security App Exchange, and you want to map rules in them,
export the mappings and upload them when you submit your content.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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EditingMITREMappings inMultiple Rules or Building
Blocks

Save time and effort by editing multiple rules or building blocks at the same time.

1. On the Use Case Explorer page, click the Toggle table view icon to ungroup the report's table columns.

TIP: Filter on the rule name, tactic, or technique to find the rule you want to edit or search
by using a regular expression. You can also use the Group filter to select the group you want
to search, such as authentication or compliance.

2. Click the pencil icon in the report table to display checkboxes for each table row.

3. Select the relevant rules or building blocks that you want to edit, and then click Edit MITRE mappings.

4. On the MITRE ATT&CK Mapping page, customize rule-mapping options by either adding new tactics
or editing existing ones.
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TIP: The MITRE ATT&CK Mapping page shows only the mappings that are directly related
to a rule. You can see mappings that the rule inherited from its dependencies in the rule
details section of the Investigate rules page or in the Use Case Explorer report. Use the
Mapping source column in the report, or in the MITRE ATT&CK section of the rule details
page, to see the relationships between the rules and their mappings. Or, if you create content
extensions for the IBM Security App Exchange, and you want to map rules in them, export
the mappings and upload them when you submit your content.

a. To add or remove tactics with the rule or building block, click the plus sign icon, select the relevant
tactics, and then click Apply.

b. To add or remove techniques for a tactic, click the plus sign icon for the tactic, select the relevant
techniques, and then click Apply.

c. Select the confidence level for each tactic and click Save. Youmust set a confidence level; otherwise,
you can't save the mapping.

d. To include the rule in the heat map calculation, keep the Enable checkboxes selected for the tactic
and technique.

e. To reset tactics or techniques that were customized in IBM default mappings, click the Reset in the
Tactics column.

5. To export a JSON file of the mappings in the MITRE ATT&CKMapping page to share with others, click
Save >Export mappings.

6. After you finish your mappings, click Save and close.

7. To refresh the report to see updated content, click Apply in the Filters pane.
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Sharing MITRE-mapping Files

Save time and effort when mapping rules and building blocks to tactics and techniques by sharing
rule-mapping files between QRadar instances.
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Use the Export option to create backups of themappings in your environment. You can also use the Export
and the Import options to move rules from one deployment to another, rather than manually copying the
rules.

1. To export only the MITRE mappings for the rules in the current report view, use the following steps:

a. On the Use Case Explorer page, click ATT&CK Actions >Export rules for current view.

b. Type a name for the JSON file, and click Export.

2. To export all of the rule MITRE mappings, use the following steps:

a. On the Use Case Explorer page, click ATT&CK Actions >Export all.

b. Type a name for the JSON file, and click Export.

3. To import a rule mappings file, use the following steps:

a. On the Use Case Explorer page, click ATT&CK Actions >Import.

b. Click the import icon, browse to the file location on your system and select the file, and then click
Import.

4. To export mappings from theMITRE ATT&CKMapping page, see “EditingMITREMappings inMultiple
Rules or Building Blocks” on page 48.
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Visualizing MITRE Tactic and Technique Coverage in
Your Environment

Visualize the coverage of MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques that the rules provide in IBM QRadar.
After you organize the rule report, you can visualize the data through diagrams and heat maps and export
the data to share with others.

If you want to filter by MITRE ATT&CK tactics, you must first map your rules to MITRE tactics and
techniques. For more information, see “Editing MITRE Mappings in a Rule or Building Block” on page 46.

1. To see the levels of MITRE ATT&CK technique coverage, complete the following steps:
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a. Click ATT&CK Actions >Coverage map and report in the upper right of the visualization pane.

b. Scroll through the heat map visualization to see the different techniques that are covered byQRadar
Use Case Manager. For more information, see “MITRE Heat Map Calculations” on page 55.

c. To see only the mappings for rules that are currently in the coverage map and report, set Rules in
the report to On. Click any section in the heat maps and then click Apply Filters to update the
filtered list in the table report.

d. To see which MITRE techniques are being used by adversary groups and software, select the
appropriate filters from the Highlight groups and Highlight software lists. Relevant groups are
highlighted in the heatmap by pink sidebars, and relevant software are highlighted by purple sidebars.

e. To see only the techniques that are selected in the filter, hold the control key (on Windows) or the
command key (on Mac) of your keyboard and select the relevant techniques on the heat map. Then
set Filter map to Techniques in filter. All other filters are hidden in the heat map.

TIP: If you don't see any technique filters in the heat map, add techniques in theMITRE
ATT&CK section of the filter pane or select techniques in the map.

f. To expand the visualization pane to the width of your screen, click the maximize icon on the menu
bar of the pane. Zoom in or out to see the visualization at the size you want. Any filtering that you
apply in the expanded pane is kept when you return to the Use Case Explorer.

NOTE: The zoom capability is not supported on Mozilla Firefox. Use the browser control
to zoom in and out.

2. To see the levels of MITRE ATT&CK tactic coverage, complete the following steps:
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a. Click ATT&CK Actions > Coverage summary and trend in the upper right of the visualization pane.
The summary and trend reports provide an overview of the different tactics that are covered by
QRadar Use Case Manager. You can analyze the summary data in table, bar, and radar charts.

b. Edit theMITRE Coverage Summary table chart to change the planned number and percentage to
see where you're lacking in coverage. For example, the current number of rules for the Privilege
Escalation tactic is 8 and represents 4% coverage, but you want 35% coverage. When you edit the
planned percentage, you see that you need 77 rules to provide the level of coverage you want.

c. After you add the rule mappings you need to improve your coverage, check the coverage report
again to see whether your coverage improved.

d. Change the date for the chart coverage by clicking the calendar icon for On date. You can change
the date as far back as three months before the current date, which is the default.

e. In theMITRE Coverage Trend chart, click a tactic in the legend to fine-tune the view or view the
total coverage trend over time. The default time range is three months. Hover over the vertical line
of each day to see the total coverage for each tactic.
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f. To update the charts with live data from QRadar, click the refresh icon. Data is automatically
refreshed every 24 hours at night.

3. Close the report visualization to return to the dashboard.
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Visualizing MITRE Tactics and Techniques that are
Detected in a Specific Timeframe

Tune your rules by the MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques that are detected in your environment
within a specific timeframe. QRadar Use Case Manager displays a list of the offenses and their related
rules that were found within that timeframe.

If you want to filter by MITRE ATT&CK tactics, you must first map your rules to MITRE tactics and
techniques. For more information, see “Editing MITRE Mappings in a Rule or Building Block” on page 46.

The more filters that you apply to the rules, the more fine-tuned the list of results you get. QRadar Use
Case Manager uses the OR condition within the options of one filter group, and uses the AND condition
across multiple groups of filters. Any column that you can filter on can also be added to the rule report
through the column selection feature (gear icon).

1. On the Use Case Explorer page, click ATT&CK Actions >Detected in timeframe.

2. Select a content template.
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If you don't select a template, the default template (ATT&CK tactics and techniques detected in offenses
in the last 24 hours) is used.

3. If you want to change the timeframe, in the Offenses filter, select a timeframe or a specific interval to
filter the offenses.

4. Fine-tune the report by excluding different types of offenses as needed in the Offenses filter.

5. Select from the filters in theMITRE ATT&CK section. The following options are available to filter:

Tactics - Select tactics from the list. For example, an Initial Access tactic is used by adversaries who
are trying to get into your network.

Technique - Select techniques from the list. The techniques are pre-filtered to match the selected
tactic. For example, an Account Discovery technique occurs when adversaries attempt to get a list of
your local system or domain accounts.

Mapping confidence - Indicates mappings that are assigned a specific level of confidence for rule
coverage.

Mapping enabled - Indicates for each rule whether the mapping between the tactic or technique and
rules is turned on. Mappings that are not enabled are not added to the technique coverage heat map.

6. To update the rule report with your filters, click Apply Filters.

7. QRadar Use Case Manager displays a list of the offenses and their related rules that were found within
that timeframe.

Scroll through the heat map visualization to see the different techniques that are affected by those
rules. For more information, see “MITRE Heat Map Calculations” on page 55.

8. To seewhichMITRE techniques are being used by adversary groups and software, select the appropriate
filters from the Highlight groups and Highlight software lists. Relevant groups are highlighted in the
heat map by pink sidebars, and relevant software are highlighted by purple sidebars.
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9. To see only the techniques that are selected in the filter, hold the control key (on Windows) or the
command key (on Mac) of your keyboard and select the relevant techniques on the heat map. Then
set Filter map to Techniques in filter. All other filters are hidden in the heat map.

TIP: If you don't see any technique filters in the heat map, add techniques in theMITRE
ATT&CK section of the filter pane or select techniques in the map.

10. To expand the visualization pane to the width of your screen, click the maximize icon on the menu bar
of the pane. Zoom in or out to see the visualization at the size you want. Any filtering that you apply
in the expanded pane is kept when you return to the Use Case Explorer page.

NOTE: The zoom capability is not supported on Mozilla Firefox. Use the browser control to
zoom in and out.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Visualizing Log Source Type Coverage per Rule | 70

Visualizing Rules and Building Blocks | 69

Visualizing MITRE Tactic and Technique Coverage in Your Environment | 50

MITRE Heat Map Calculations

The colors in the MITRE heat maps are calculated based on the number of rule mappings to a tactic or
technique plus the level of mapping confidence (low, medium, or high).

The more rules that map to the technique, the darker the hue of color. Only enabled rules are included in
the calculation; disabled mappings do not contribute to the colors in the heat map. Building blocks do not
directly contribute to the colors either; they contribute to the coloring only through the rules that reference
them. For example, if the report lists building blocks only andRules in the report is set toOn in the coverage
heat map, the map doesn't show any coloring because there are no rules in the report.

After QRadar Use Case Manager calculates the numbers for all the techniques and tactics, the maximum
number that is associated with a technique and the maximum number that is associated with a tactic are
determined:
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• All techniques or tactics whose number is ≥ 66% of the maximum technique number are mapped to the
darkest color.

• All techniques or tactics whose number is ≥ 33% and < 66% of the maximum technique number are
mapped to the mid-range color.

• All techniques or tactics whose number is > 0 and < 33% of themaximum technique number are mapped
to the lightest color.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Investigating QRadar Rules and Building Blocks

Investigate your rules by filtering different properties to ensure that the rules are defined and working as
intended, including log source coverage. Determine which rules you might need to edit in QRadar or
investigate further in IBM QRadar Use Case Manager.

Ensure you have the proper user permissions to view and maintain QRadar rules. For more information,
see “Assigning User Permissions for QRadar Use Case Manager” on page 37.

Follow the suggested workflow for investigating your rules.

1. Go to the Use Case Explorer page.

2. Filter rules and building blocks by attributes, tests, content extension attributes, and MITRE ATT&CK
tactics and techniques.

3. To find the rule youwant to edit or search, filter on the rule name, tactic, or technique by using a regular
expression. You can also use the Group filter to select the group you want to search, such as
authentication or compliance.

4. Use predefined templates or create custom templates.

5. Customize the report presentation to make it easier to investigate the rules and building blocks.

6. To investigate multiple rules or building blocks simultaneously, click the pencil icon in the report table
to display checkboxes for each table row. Select the relevant rules or building blocks that you want to
edit, and then click Open in rule wizard.

7. Visualize your rules and building blocks after you organize the report data.

8. Edit MITRE mappings for rules or building blocks. For more information, see “Editing MITREMappings
in a Rule or Building Block” on page 46.
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9. Export the report as a CSV file to share with others.

10. Export the MITRE mappings as a JSON file to share with others.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Filtering Rules and Building Blocks by their Properties | 59

Filtering Rules andBuilding Blocks by their Properties

Tune your rules or building blocks by filtering their attributes, such as type, origin, group, and many more.
Tune your rules or building blocks by filtering them based on their test definitions. For example, you can
add a test that matches only events from a specific log source. Examine and improve yourMITRE ATT&CK
coverage by filtering your rules based on their mappings to tactics and techniques.

If you want to filter by MITRE ATT&CK tactics, you must first map your rules to MITRE tactics and
techniques. For more information, see “Editing MITRE Mappings in a Rule or Building Block” on page 46.

The more filters that you apply to the rules, the more fine-tuned the list of results you get. QRadar Use
Case Manager uses the OR condition within the options of one filter group, and uses the AND condition
across multiple groups of filters. The only exception to the rule is in the Other tests filter group, where
the AND condition is used for multiple options of that filter group. Any column that you can filter on can
also be added to the rule report through the column selection feature (gear icon).

As you select filters, the unapplied filter tags appear in the filters row with a lighter colored background.
After you apply the filters, the tags change to a darker color background.
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1. On the Use Case Explorer page, select from the filters in the Rule attributes section. The following list
describes some of the rule attributes you can filter:

Rule name

Enter a specific rule name or search for it by using regular expressions.

Rule enabled

Enable or disable the appropriate rules to ensure that your system generates meaningful offenses for
your environment.

Rule category

Filter by custom or anomaly detection rules in the report. Custom rules perform tests on events, flows,
and offenses to detect unusual activity in your network. Anomaly detection rules perform tests on the
results of saved flow or event searches as a means to detect when unusual traffic patterns occur in
your network.

Group

Categorize the rules or building blocks into groups to help you efficiently view and track your rules.
For example, you can view all rules that are related to compliance. Select specific groups or click Select
all.

Action

Select the action that you want the rule to take when an event occurs.

Response

Select the response that you want QRadar to take when a rule is triggered.

Creation and modification dates

Use the date filters to see what changed during the last week, or to see rules that were modified. The
modification date shows the rules that were modified but not the modified content of the rules.

NOTE: Enter a specific note or search for it by using regular expressions. For example, you
can enter ^$ to find rules with empty notes and then add information to the note.

2. Select from the filters in the Rule tests section. The following list describes some of the rule tests you
can filter:

Test definition

Enter a specific test definition or search for it by using regular expressions.

Log source type
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A rule relates to log source types if it directly references the log source type, or if it references a log
source, QID, or event category that maps to the log source type. By default, you see only the log source
types that are used by log sources in your QRadar environment. Click Show all types to see the log
source types that you can use directly in a test or by the QID or event categories.

Log sources

A rule relates to log sources when the log source that is referenced by a test is used in the rule. Use
the search filter to find specific log sources to filter or click Select all to filter all of the log sources in
the list. You can filter on the log source name or by using a regular expression. This type of search is
useful when you have hundreds of thousands of log sources in your environment.

Log source group

A rule relates to log source groups when a log source in the log source group that is referenced by a
test is used in the rule. For example, you can select sensor device as the log source group and see only
rules that run tests on log sources that are part of the sensor device log source group.

Domains

A rule can work in the context of a single domain or in the context of all domains. If there is more than
one domain in your environment, they are added to the filter list. Use this option to filter the domains
in a multi-domain environment by each individual domain. To add a domain column to the rule report,
click the gear icon and select Domain in the Test option, and then click Apply filters. For more
information about creating domains, see Creating domains.

Other tests

Hover over each checkbox label to see the specific rule tests. For example, search for a rule that
references a specific value of a test, such as an IP like "Identity IP is not 0."

TIP:
• To identify source IP addresses only, add a column for Test: IP, and then a source filter in
the Test definition field.

• If you have multi-tenancy, use the Domain test to distinguish rules from one tenant to
another. Select domain filter, add domain column.

• If you're looking for custom properties or reference sets, use the predefined templates.

• If you want to see the log source types that are used or unused, select the appropriate
filter. For example, the Log source coverage by rule template shows the rules that are
related to log source types based on tests. Assume that 342 log source types are available
in your environment. To see only the rules for log source types that are currently used (log
source types that have at least 1 log source), select the Log source type - used filter.

3. Select from the filters in theMITRE ATT&CK section. The following options are available to filter:
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Tactics

Select tactics from the list. For example, an Initial Access tactic is used by adversaries who are trying
to get into your network.

Technique

Select techniques from the list. The techniques are pre-filtered tomatch the selected tactic. For example,
an Account Discovery technique occurs when adversaries attempt to get a list of your local system or
domain accounts.

Mapping confidence

Indicates mappings that are assigned a specific level of confidence for rule coverage.

Mapping enabled

Indicates for each rule whether the mapping between the tactic or technique and rules is turned on.
Mappings that are not enabled are not added to the technique coverage heat map.

4. If you have many log sources in your environment, you can search for specific ones by using the Search
field in the Filters pane and then select them to fine-tune the report. This search can make it easy to
find a specific filter in the large list of filters and log sources.

5. To filter content extension attributes, follow the steps in “Identifying Gaps in QRadar Rule Coverage
from Content Extensions” on page 62.

6. To clear the report results, click Clear filters, choose new filters in the left pane, and then click Apply
filters to display new results.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Identifying Gaps in QRadar Rule Coverage from Content Extensions | 62

Identifying Gaps in QRadar Rule Coverage from
Content Extensions

Content extensions update IBM QRadar security information or add new content such as rules, reports,
searches, reference sets, and custom properties. Filter the rule report by content extensions to see how
you can increase rule coverage for log sources or MITRE tactics and techniques in your environment by
installing content extensions from the IBM Security App Exchange.
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IBM QRadar Use Case Manager automatically syncs with QRadar each day at midnight. If you install a
content extension from the IBM Security App Exchange, you might not see updated rule coverage for up
to 24 hours later. To immediately sync the rule coverage with QRadar, go to the configuration page and
clear the cache for the app.

TIP: You can use predefined templates to see recommended content extensions to install or
currently installed extensions, ormanually filter your report results by content extension attributes.
Predefined templates are available through the template icon on themenu bar of the rule report.
Select the template you'd like to use from the categories in the template filter list.

1. On theUse Case Explorer page, go to the filters in theContent extension attributes section. By default,
QRadar Use Case Manager filters on the installed content extensions in your environment.

a. To include any IBM-created content extensions that are not installed in your environment in your
search, select the Include non-installed content extensions checkbox.

b. To filter only the content extensions that are not installed in your environment, select Include
non-installed content extensions and then select Include only non-installed content extensions.

2. Filter by specific content extension name from a list of currently installed extensions or the ones that
aren't yet installed in your environment.

3. Filter by specific content extension categories from the IBM Security App Exchange.

4. Add the following columns to the rule report as needed: Content extension: Content extension name,
Content extension: Content category, and Rule attributes: Rule installed. If you don't immediately see
the columns in the report, ungroup the table rows.
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TIP: Any content extensions in the report that aren't installed in your environment are
indicated in the Rule name column by aMissing content icon. Hover over each icon to see
which content extension can provide the missing rules.

5. To see details about a rule that is not currently installed, click the rule name. Exploring the rule details
helps you determine whether the rule can add important coverage in your environment, and then you
can download the content extension that contains the rule.

6. To customize how the table rows are grouped, click the Configure grouping arrow icon on the tree
structure icon.

a. Select the columns that youwant to group by selecting the corresponding checkbox. Only groupable
columns that are currently listed in the report are shown, in the order in which they appear in the
report.

As youmake your selections, a sample of what the report looks like displays in theConfigure options
for grouping rows window.

b. To show only the number of child rows in the report, select the corresponding checkbox.

c. Make your selections and then click Apply.

7. To download the content extension, click the link in the Content extension name column to go to the
extension's page in the IBM Security App Exchange. If QRadar Assistant 2.0.0 app is installed in your
QRadar deployment, you can download the content extension from there.

8. To clear the report results, click Clear filters, choose new filters in the left pane, and then click Apply
filters to display new results.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Filtering Rules and Building Blocks by their Properties | 59

Duplicating Rules for Further Customization

Save time from creating new rules by duplicating existing rules. Then, you can customize the duplicated
rules tomeet the needs of your environment. For example, youmight have several rules that are associated
with a domain through their tests, but now you want to associate the rules with another domain. You can
duplicate the rules in batch mode rather than copying each rule individually for the second domain.

1. On the Use Case Explorer page, click the Toggle table view icon to ungroup the report's table columns
when the report is in the grouped mode.

TIP: Use any of the filters, such as the rule name, tactic, or technique to find the rule you
want to copy, or search by using a regular expression. You can also use the Group filter to
select the group you want to search, such as authentication or compliance.

2. Click the pencil icon in the report table to display checkboxes for each table row.

3. Select the checkbox for each rule that you want to copy, and click Duplicate.

NOTE: Rule grouping information is not duplicated in new rules.

4. Change the new rule name to something meaningful to your organization.

5. Click Save to see the status of the duplication before closing the window, or click Save and close.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Customizing Report Content Templates | 66
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Customizing Report Content Templates

IBM QRadar Use Case Manager includes several predefined content templates that define the filters and
columns of the rule reports, including column order and sorting options. You can also create custom
templates by using an existing template and modify it as necessary, or create new ones.

1. Optional: Select a template that resembles the template you want to create.

2. Select the relevant filters in the Filters pane and click Apply.

3. To modify the column settings, click the gear icon. Change the column selection and order as needed
and then click Apply to change the display.

4. Click Select a template >Add custom template.

5. Type a Name and Description for the template.

6. Choose whether to set the template as your default. The default template is applied when you open
the app and no other template is selected.

7. Click OK.

Custom report templates include the number of items per page in the rule report.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

Rule Report Presentation | 66

Rule Report Presentation

Fine-tune the report presentation so that it's easier to investigate and visualize the rules and building
blocks. After you customize the report presentation, share the data results with others by creating CSV
reports.

To make it easier to see related data properties, click the tree structure icon to display the table view with
groupable columns. The table must contain at least two of the following groupable columns: log source
type, rule name, test, tactic, and technique. For example, you can group the table by the rules that are
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associated per log source type, or by the related rule names per reference set. The following rule tests are
also groupable:

• Reference set

• Network hierarchy

• X-Force

• Custom property

• Domain

• Reference data

• MITRE

• Content extension

When you're investigating rules, grouping rule tables makes it easier to see related data properties. To
switch to the grouped table mode, click the tree structure icon. In the grouped table mode, the table must
contain at least two of the following groupable columns: log source type, rule name, test, tactic, and
technique. Columns are grouped in the order that they are defined in the column list. You can also further
customize the table groupings by clicking the arrow in the tree structure icon. Then, select from the
groupable columns that are currently displayed or show only the number of child rows in the report instead
of the actual rows. After you have the number of items in the report column, click the number to see the
list of actual child items. For example, you have rule name and reference set columns in your report. You
can see the number of reference sets per rule by clicking the number in the report to get the list of related
references sets.

Change the column order in the list to change the grouped table display. All other non-groupable data
properties that are in the table appear at the same level as the groupable columns. For example, rule
creation date displays as a column in the same table as the rule name. At any time you can switch between
the grouped and flat viewing modes, without losing your current results.

If the table contains two groupable columns, one nested level shows in the table. In the following image,
the two groupable columns are rule name and log source type.
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If the report contains three groupable columns, two nested levels show in the table. In the following image,
the three groupable columns are custom property, log source type, and rule name.

If there are more than three groupable columns, beginning with the third column, all of them display in a
flat table on a second nested level. There can be no more than two nested levels.

Downloading the Report

When you finish fine-tuning the report data, you can download the rule report as a CSV file to share with
colleagues and managers. You can also visualize the grouped content by clicking the eye icon.

To export or import the rule mappings or to export only the rules that display in the current view of the
report, use the options in the ATT&CK Actions menu. The mappings are exported in JSON format.
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Visualizing Rules and Building Blocks

Visualize the rules and building blocks that are used in IBM QRadar. After you organize the rule report,
you can visualize the data through relationship graphs and coverage maps, and export the data to share
with others.

1. To show or hide the visualization pane, click the eye icon. Zoom in or out to see the relationships of
rules or building blocks and their dependencies. Depending on the number of items, the graph visualizes
a portion of the results.

2. To get better results, refine the search by using the filters.

3. To ensure that you're visualizing up-to-date content, refresh the rules with content from QRadar. The
default refresh interval is every 15 minutes.

For example, you install a new content extension and want to see the data right away, rather than wait
for the next refresh interval.

4. To expand the visualization pane to the width of your screen, click the maximize icon on the menu bar
of the pane. Zoom in or out to focus on details.

NOTE: The zoom capability is not supported on Mozilla Firefox. Use the browser control to
zoom in and out.

5. To switch between visualization charts, click View visualization charts and select from Relationship
graph, MITRE ATT&CK, or Current and potential log source type coverage. For more information
about log source type coverage, see “Visualizing Log Source Type Coverage per Rule” on page 70.
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Visualizing Log Source Type Coverage per Rule

Explore current and potential log source type coverage per rule, and see how your rule coverage can
expand if new log source types are added to your environment. See the number of rules that provide
current coverage for each log source type, based on the rule test definitions.

You can use predefined templates to see recommended content extensions to install or currently installed
extensions, or manually filter your report results by content extension attributes. Predefined templates
are available through the template icon on the menu bar of the rule report. Select the template you'd like
to use from the categories in the template list.

1. To see current and potential log source type coverage, click Rule-log source type coverage > Current
and potential.

NOTE: QRadar Use CaseManager excludes log source types thatQRadar considers 'internal'
from these charts; for example, Health Metrics, SIM Audits, Custom Rule Engine, System
Notifications, and Asset Profiler.

2. Explore current and potential coverage in the Rules per used log source types chart. The Rules available
to install and the Rules with MITRE available to install columns indicate the number of rules from
content extensions that are available on the IBM Security App Exchange. To generate a report of
content extensions for a selected log source type, select the corresponding bar and click Apply Filters
in the filter pane. Then, click the content extension name link in the table report to view or install the
content extension.

3. Explore how coverage can expand if new log source types are added in theRules per unused log source
types chart. Rules that are represented in the bars are either already installed or available to install
from content extensions on the IBM Security App Exchange. To generate a report of the rules and their
origin for a selected log source type, select the corresponding bar and then click Apply Filters in the
filter pane. Then, click the content extension name link in the table report to view or install the content
extension.
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QRadar Tuning

IBM QRadar Use Case Manager provides several ways to tune your QRadar environment.

Tune Your QRadar Offenses by Analyzing Rules That Cause the Biggest
Number Of Offenses

Tune most active rules

QRadar Use Case Manager can help you determine which rules generate the most offenses, and then
guide you through the steps to tune them.

Tune based on the CRE event report

The Custom Rules Engine (CRE) event report shows which CRE events were generated most often. It also
provides information about the rule activity. You can tune these rules or use the event information from
the report to update your QRadar environment.

Tune Your QRadar Offenses by Going Through the Most Common
Configuration Steps

Review network hierarchy

Network Hierarchy is used to define which IP addresses and subnet are part of your network. Defining
your network hierarchy and keeping it up-to-date is an important step in helping prevent false offenses.

Review building blocks

Rules use information about your servers to determine whether to generate the rule responses. Review
and update common rule building blocks to enable QRadar to discover and classify more servers on your
network, and prevent false positives.

Tuning the Active Rules That Generate Offenses

Tuning the top most noisy rules can have a significant impact on reducing false positives.
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1. From the QRadar Use Case Manager navigation menu, click Active Rules.

2. Filter the rules according to the calendar, or by time period.

3. Select parameters to exclude from the results, and click Apply Filters.

4. Tune the rules by choosing from the following methods:

a. Toggle between the top noisy rules or all the rules from the list.

b. Select a group or rules from the list.

5. Click Investigate.

a. Watch a short video to learn how to use the rule tuning wizard.

b. Review each individual rule and the BBs that contribute to the active rule. For each rule, you can
further investigate it by clicking Show dependency tree or Edit in rule wizard.

c. Use the visualization diagram to further fine-tune any related options for the rule or building block,
such as log source types, custom properties, or reference sets.

d. Review the offenses that are generated by each active rule.

e. Review the values in the various groups of tests, and tune if necessary.

f. If applicable, review the log source types and MITRE ATT&CK tactics for the rule.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Tuning the Active Rules That Generate CRE Events

The Custom Rules Engine (CRE) event report shows which active rules generate CRE events. In many
cases, a rule response is configured to generate CRE events, along with the offense or without it. The
report shows which CRE events were generated most by which rule. In general, if the event is generated
many times per day, the rule is firing too often. Consider tuning the rule. For example, 1 or 2 Source IPs
in the report are related to all the CRE events generated by the rule. The Source IP might need to be added
to one of Host Definition BBs that are referenced by the rule. Select the rule and click Investigate to see
which Host Definition to update.

You can also use this report to test the rules. In this case, the rule response does not include the offense
creation, only the CRE event dispatch. If the report shows that the rule is firing too often, consider tuning
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it. If you're using CRE events to test the rule, and the number of generated CRE events is only a few per
week, change the rule response to generate an offense.

1. From the navigation menu, click CRE Report.

2. Filter the rules according to the calendar, or by time period.

3. Select the number of results to return, and click Apply.

4. Tune the rules by choosing from the following methods:

a. Toggle between the topmost noisy rules or all the rules from the list.

b. Select a group or rules from the list.

5. Click Investigate.

a. Review each individual rule and the BBs that contribute to the CRE event. For each rule, you can
further investigate it by clicking Show dependency tree or Edit in rule wizard.

b. Use the visualization diagram to further fine-tune any related options for the rule or building block,
such as log source types, custom properties, or reference sets.

c. Review the events that are generated by the current rule you selected.

d. To instantly refresh the rules fromQRadar, click the Refresh icon. Otherwise, the app automatically
updates data from the Console every 15 minutes.

e. Review the threshold values in the tests, and tune if necessary.

f. Review the values in the various groups of tests, and tune if necessary.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION
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Reviewing Your Network Hierarchy

Awell-defined andmaintained network hierarchy can help prevent the generation of false positive offenses.
The network hierarchy is used to define which IP addresses and subnets are part of your network. Ensure
that all internal address spaces, both routable and non-routable, are defined within your QRadar network
hierarchy. QRadar can then distinguish your local network from the remote network. Event and flow
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context is based on whether the source and destination IPs are local or remote. Event and flow context,
and data from your network hierarchy are used in rule tests.

1. From the navigation menu, click Network Hierarchy.

2. Optional: Watch tuning videos to learn more about your network hierarchy and how to keep it up to
date.

3. Check the network hierarchy list to see which parts of your network hierarchy are not yet updated.

4. Check for R2R (Remote to Remote) events. The report identifies events with R2R direction or context.
When an event has R2R direction, both its source and destination IPs are remote and aren’t part of
your local network. It means that there’s external traffic from a remote network to another remote
network, and indicates a possible network hierarchy misconfiguration.

a. Considerwhether either one or both of the event IPs are local and add them to the network hierarchy.

b. Use the Source IP, Source Company, Destination IP, and Destination Company columns in the
report to identify IPs that are local to your network.

c. After you identify the local IP addresses, either add them from the Network Hierarchy page from
the Admin tab or select them in the report to add them in the app.

d. On the Admin tab, click Deploy changes.

5. Explore the rules that use your network hierarchy either directly or indirectly. Review and update any
rules or building blocks that are out of date.

a. To review rules in detail, select one from the list and then zoom in on the diagram. Drag the rule
and BB icons on the pane.

b. In the right pane of thewindow, click List view and then toggle between filtered BBs and non-filtered
BBs to fine-tune the list. "Filtered BBs" displays the dependencies for the selected rule that have
network tests. "All BBs" displays all the BBs that are used by the selected rule.

c. Click Show dependency tree to see the dependencies and the dependents of the selected BB.

Dependencies are referenced by the selected building block either directly or indirectly. If you
update any of the dependencies, the building block is affected. Dependents reference the selected
BB either directly or indirectly. If you update the building block, its dependents are affected.
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Building blocks are a reusable set of rule tests that can be used within rules when required. Host definition
building blocks (BB:HostDefinition) categorize assets and server types into CIDR/IP ranges. By populating
host definition building blocks, QRadar can identify the type of appliance that belongs to an address or
address range. These building blocks can then be used in rules to exclude or include entire asset categories
in rule tests.

Use server discovery to populate host definition building blocks (BB:HostDefinition). Server discovery
uses existing asset profile data so that administrators can define unknown server types and then assign
them to a server definition and the network hierarchy.

1. From the navigation menu, click Host Definitions.

2. Optional: Watch tuning videos to learn more about the importance of defining host definitions, and to
get tips on how to automatically populate them.

3. Review and update IPs and ports in BBs from the Host Definition group and check when BBs were last
updated.

4. Optional: To instantly refresh the rules from QRadar, click the Refresh icon. Otherwise, the app
automatically updates data from the Console every 15 minutes.

5. To edit IPs in reference sets in building blocks on QRadar 7.3.1 and later, complete the following steps:

a. Click Host definitions >IPs & Ports.

b. Click a link or the pencil icon (Edit).

c. In the Edit reference set page, add an IP or select an existing IP and delete it from the reference
set.

6. To edit ports in building blocks or rules sets on QRadar 7.3.2 or later, complete the following steps:

a. Click Host definitions >IPs & Ports.

b. Click a link or the pencil icon (Edit).

c. In the Edit ports window, edit the list of ports as needed, and clickOK. A list accumulates the ports
as you edit, displaying a star next to each update.

d. Click Save when you're done.
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